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Abstract
In the study of standardly stratified algebras and stratifying systems, we find an object which is
either a tilting module or one whose properties strongly remind us of a tilting module. This tilting
module appeared already in Dlab and Ringel’s work on quasi-hereditary algebras (see [V. Dlab,
C.M. Ringel, The module theoretical approach to quasi-hereditary algebras, in: Repr. Theory and
Related Topics, in: London Math. Soc. Lecture Note Ser. 168 (1992) 200–224] and [C.M. Ringel, The
category of modules with good filtrations over a quasi-hereditary algebra has almost split sequences,
Math. Z. 208 (1991) 209–223]). Also, this tilting module appears on the work on standardly stratified
algebras of I. Ágoston, D. Happel, E. Lukács, and L. Unger, and in the paper of M.I. Platzeck and
I. Reiten (see [I. Ágoston, D. Happel, E. Lukács, L. Unger, Standardly stratified algebras and tilting,
J. Algebra 226 (2000) 144–160] and [M.I. Platzeck, I. Reiten, Modules of finite projective dimension
for standardly stratified algebras, Comm. Algebra 29 (3) (2001) 973–986]). Inspired by them, we
introduce the notion of tilting category in order to give a unified approach of these situations for
stratifying systems. To do so, we use the ideas of M. Auslander, O. Buchweitz and I. Reiten related
to approximation theory (see [M. Auslander, R.O. Buchweitz, The homological theory of maximal
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0. Introduction
Let R be a finite-dimensional and basic k algebra over an algebraically closed field k.
Let (X,) be a total ordered set which is in bijective correspondence with the iso-classes
of simple R-modules. For each i ∈ X, we denote by S(i) the simple R-module corre-
sponding to i, and P(i) the projective cover of S(i). The standard module RΔ(i), which
depends on the poset (X,), is the maximal quotient of P(i) with composition factors
amongst S(j) with j  i. Let RΔ = {RΔ(i)}i∈X, and F(RΔ) be the full subcategory of
R-modules whose objects are all the R-modules having a RΔ-filtration. The algebra R is
called standardly stratified if RR ∈F(RΔ), and a standardly stratified algebra R is called
quasi-hereditary if dimk End(RΔ(i)) = 1 for all i ∈ X.
Quasi-hereditary algebras were introduced by E. Cline, B.J. Parshall and L.L. Scott in
[6] and standardly stratified algebras by I. Ágoston, V. Dlab and E. Lukács in [2]. Observe
that in [2], instead of considering a partial order on the iso-classes of simple modules (as
was done in [6]), it is considered a total order.
In 1991, C.M. Ringel introduced in [17] the characteristic module T associated to a
quasi-hereditary algebra. Moreover, the characteristic module associated to a standardly
stratified algebra was studied; on one hand, by I. Ágoston, D. Happel, E. Lukács and
L. Unger in [3], and, on the other hand, by M.I. Platzeck and I. Reiten in [16]. This module
T is a generalized tilting module and has the property that the endomorphism ring of T
is again a quasi-hereditary algebra (respectively a standardly stratified algebra). Further-
more, the characteristic module T is very closely connected with homological properties
of F(RΔ), and with the computation of the finitistic or the global dimension of R.
Later on, given an algebra R, K. Erdmann and C. Sáenz in [8] introduced the con-
cept of stratifying system (θ,Y ,) of size t, where  is a total order on the set [1, t] =
{1,2, . . . , t}. The set θ = {θ(i)}ti=1 consists of non-zero R-modules and Y = {Y(i)}ti=1 of
Ext-injective indecomposable R-modules in the category F(θ) whose objects are the R-
modules having a θ -filtration. Moreover, they showed in [8] that the algebra A = EndR(Y )
is standardly stratified, where Y :=∐ti=1 Y(i). Afterwards, in [11] E.N. Marcos, O. Men-
doza and C. Sáenz gave a characterization of the notion of stratifying system of size t ,
depending only on the system (θ,). In fact, for any algebra, we can always consider a
stratifying system. For instance, let s be the number of iso-classes of simple R-modules and
X = {1,2, . . . , s}. Then the pair (RΔ,) is always a stratifying system of size s, and for
this reason, we say that (RΔ,) is the canonical stratifying system. In this way, we have
that the notion of stratifying system (θ,) generalizes the notion of the standard modules
RΔ which depend on the poset (X,). Furthermore, the module Y, which is related to the
triple (θ,Y ,), is the corresponding generalization for stratifying systems of the charac-
teristic module T . In general, the module Y is not a generalized tilting even not a partial
tilting R-module. However, under certain conditions we will get that Y is a generalized
tilting module (see Theorem 6.7).
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GL3, A.E. Parker introduced in [15] the notion of RΔ-good filtration dimension for quasi-
hereditary algebras. Afterwards, B. Zhu and S. Caenepeel did the same in [5] for standardly
stratified algebras. Since, as we have seen above, the notion of stratifying system gener-
alizes the concept of standardly stratified algebra, it would be very interesting to extend
such filtration dimension and to get one that makes sense in any algebra. Moreover, we
would like to know if the “generalized characteristic” module Y is closely connected with
homological properties of F(θ) and modR. In order to give a unified approach of those
situations for stratifying systems, we introduce in this paper the notion of tilting category.
To obtain this new approach, we use the ideas due to M. Auslander, O. Buchweitz and
I. Reiten related to approximation theory.
The idea that we had in mind when we started working in this paper was to get a de-
finition of tilting category in such a way that our “typical examples” (a) addT for any
generalized tilting R-module, and (b) F(RΔ) for any standardly stratified algebra fitted
into this definition. The theory that we develop here can be applied to stratifying system,
on one hand, and to the theory of classical tilting modules on the other hand. For example,
if (θ,) is a stratifying system of size t, and I(θ) := IF(θ) is a coresolving subcategory
of modR, then we prove that pdF(θ)  t and that F(θ) is a partial tilting category. So,
in many cases, the stratifying systems are an important source of examples of tilting and
partial tilting categories.
1. Preliminaries
We start this section by collecting all the background material that will be necessary
for the development of the paper. First, we introduce some general notation; afterwards,
we recall the definition of contravariantly finite and of resolving subcategories in modR
and also the definition of relative projective dimension and resolution dimension of a given
module.
In this paper, algebra means finite-dimensional basic algebra over an algebraically
closed field k. Let R be an algebra, R-module means finitely generated left R-module. We
denote by modR the category of all finitely generated left R-modules and by D : modR →
modRop the usual duality Homk(−, k). Given morphisms f :M → N and g :N → L in
modR, we denote the composition of f and g by gf which is a morphism from M to L.
Throughout the paper, all the subcategories of modR to be considered will be full and
closed under isomorphisms. We denote by PR (respectively IR) the category of all projec-
tive (respectively injective) R-modules.









M ∈ modR: Ext1R(M,−)|X = 0
}
,
ωX := IX ∩X and ZX :=PX ∩X .
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and direct summands.
Let R be an algebra. A morphism f :X → C is said to be right minimal if any mor-
phism g :X → X with f = fg is an automorphism. We say that f :X → C is a right
X -approximation of C if X ∈ X and HomR(X , f ) : HomR(X ,X) → HomR(X ,C) is
surjective. A right X -approximation h :X → C of C is said to be a minimal right X -
approximation of C if h is a right minimal morphism. The subcategory X is said to be
contravariantly finite in modR if each R-module C has a right X -approximation. We say
that X is a resolving subcategory of modR if it satisfies the following three conditions:
(a) closed under extensions, (b) closed under kernels of surjections, and (c) contains the
projective R-modules.
We will use freely the notions of left and minimal left X -approximations, X being
covariantly finite and coresolving in modR, which are the duals of the notions given above,
see [4].
If X is a class of R-modules, we denote by X∧ the subcategory of modR whose ob-
jects are those R-modules X for which there exists a finite X -resolution, that is, there is a
long exact sequence 0 → Xu → ·· · → X1 → X0 → X → 0 with Xi ∈X for all 0 i  u.
Dually, X∨ is the subcategory of modR whose objects have a finite X -coresolution. We
denote by pdX the projective dimension of X. Similarly we have idX, which is the injec-
tive dimension of X.
Given a subcategory C of modR, we denote by pdC the projective dimension of C, that
is, pdC = sup{pdX: X ∈ C}. Dually, idC = sup{idX: X ∈ C} is the injective dimension
of C. We also consider the subcategories P<∞(C) = {X ∈ C: pdX < ∞} and I<∞(C) =
{X ∈ C: idX < ∞}. The projective finitistic dimension of the category C, denoted by pfdC,
is equal to pdP<∞(C). Dually, ifdC = idI<∞(C) is the injective finitistic dimension of C.
We abuse notation and use ifdR and pfdR for the ifd(modR) and the pfd(modR), respec-
tively. Also we set P<∞(R) =P<∞(modR) and I<∞(R) = I<∞(modR).
Following Auslander and Buchweitz in [1], we recall the definition of relative projective
dimension and the resolution dimension of a given module.
Definition 1.1. Let X be a class of objects in modR and M be an R-module.
(a) We shall denote by pdX M the relative projective dimension of M with respect to
X . That is, pdX M := −∞ if M = 0, and pdX M := min{n: ExtjR(M,−)|X = 0
for any j > n  0} for M 
= 0. Dually, we denote by idX M the relative injective di-
mension of M with respect to X .
(b) We shall denote by resdimX M the X -resolution dimension of M . That is,
resdimX M := −∞ if M = 0, resdimX M := +∞ if M /∈ X∧, and resdimX M :=
min{r: there is an exact sequence 0 → Xr → ·· · → X0 → M → 0 with Xi ∈ X } if
M ∈X∧. Dually, we have coresdimX M the X -coresolution dimension of M .
(c) For any class C of R-modules we set pdX C := sup{pdX M: M ∈ C} and resdimX C :=
sup{resdimX M: M ∈ C}. Dually we define idX C and coresdimX C.
Remark 1.2. Let X and Y be two classes of objects in modR, and M be an R-module. It
can be seen that
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(b) if Y ⊆X then coresdimX (M) coresdimY (M).
Let X be an R-module. Associated to X, we consider the following subcategories of
modR: the right (respectively left) perpendicular category X⊥ (respectively ⊥X) with ob-
jects X′ satisfying ExtiR(X,X′) = 0 (respectively ExtiR(X′,X) = 0) for all i > 0. On the
other hand, we recall that T is a generalized tilting R-module if pdT is finite, T ∈ T ⊥ and
RR ∈ (addT )∨.
We recall that a classical tilting R-module M satisfies by definition the following con-
ditions: (a) pdM  1, (b) Ext1R(M,M) = 0, and (c) coresdimaddM(RR) 1.
2. General results
In this section, we continue with the study started by M. Auslander, R.O. Buchweitz
and I. Reiten in [1,4] of the relationship between the relative injective dimension and the
coresolution dimension of a given module. The aim of this section is to establish some
general results that can be applied both to tilting modules and to stratifying systems. One
motivation for doing so is that for a given stratifying system (θ,Y ,) of size t we have
that the coresdimaddY (F(θ)) is bounded by t − 1 (see [8]). Finally, we point out that there
are clear dual analogues of the statements proved in this section; for this reason, we shall
use them freely.
Theorem 2.1. Let X and Y be subcategories of modR such that idX (Y) is finite. For any
L ∈ Y∨ we have that:
(a) idX (L) idX (Y)+ coresdimY (L),
(b) let Y be equal to IX or let Y ⊆ X be closed under direct summands. If idX (Y) = 0
then idX (L) = coresdimY (L).
Proof. Let idX (Y)= α. We may assume that L 
= 0 otherwise we have nothing to prove.
(a) We proceed by induction on d = coresdimY (L).
If d = 0 then L ∈ Y and so idX (L) α.
If d = 1 then we have the exact sequence
0 → L → I0 → I1 → 0 with I0 and I1 in Y . (1)
Applying the functor HomR(M,−) to (1) with M ∈X , we get the exact sequence
Exti−1R (M, I1) → ExtiR(M,L) → ExtiR(M, I0).
Since Exti−1R (M, I1) = 0 for i > α + 1 and ExtiR(M, I0) = 0 for i > α we have that
Exti (−,L)|X = 0 for i > α + 1 and so idX (L) α + 1.R
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with Ii ∈ Y . Let K0 = Imf0. Then coresdimY (K0) = d − 1 and so by induction we get
idX (K0) α+d−1. Let M ∈X , applying the functor HomR(M,−) to the exact sequence
0 → L → I0 → K0 → 0 we obtain the exact sequence
Exti−1R (M,K0) → ExtiR(M,L) → ExtiR(M, I0).
Since Exti−1R (M,K0)= 0 for i  α+d+1 and ExtiR(M, I0) = 0 for i  α+1 we conclude
that idX (L) α + d .
(b) We will proceed by induction on d = coresdimY (L). If d = 0 then L ∈ Y and hence
idX (L) = 0.
If d = 1 then we have the exact sequence (1). Hence L /∈ Y and by (a) we conclude that
idX (L)  1. We assert that Ext1R(−,L)|X 
= 0. Indeed, suppose that Ext1R(−,L)|X = 0.
Then L ∈ IX . If Y = IX then we have a contradiction, since L /∈ Y .
Assume that Y ⊆ X and that Y is closed under direct summands. Then the fact that
Ext1R(−,L)|X = 0 give us that (1) splits and so L ∈ Y giving a contradiction, proving that
idX (L) = 1.
Let d  2 and consider the exact sequence 0 → L → I0 f0−→ I1 f1−→ · · · fd−1−→ Id → 0
with Ii ∈ Y for any i. Let K0 = Imf0. Hence coresdimY (K0) = d−1, and so by induction
we have that idX (K0) = d − 1. On the other hand, by (a) we obtain that idX (L) d . To
prove that idX (L) = d it is enough to check that ExtdR(−,L)|X 
= 0.
Suppose that ExtdR(−,L)|X = 0 and let M ∈X . Applying the functor HomR(M,−) to
the exact sequence 0 → L → I0 → K0 → 0 we get the exact sequence
Extd−1R (M, I0)→ Extd−1R (M,K0)→ ExtdR(M,L).
Since Extd−1R (−, I0)|X = 0 and ExtdR(−,L)|X = 0 then Extd−1R (−,K0)|X = 0. Therefore
idX (K0) d − 2, which is a contradiction. Thus idX (L) = d = coresdimY (L). 
Corollary 2.2. Let X be a subcategory of modR. If IR ⊆X then
idX (M) = id(M) for any M ∈ I<∞(R).
Proof. Using that idX (IR)= 0, we get the result from 2.1 since IR is closed under direct
summands and coresdimIR (M) = id(M). 
Corollary 2.3. Let X and Y be subcategories of modR such that idX (Y) is finite. Then:
(a) idX (X ) idX (Y)+ coresdimY (X ),
(b) if idX (IX ) = 0 and X is closed under direct summands then
idX (M) = coresdimIX (M) = coresdimωX (M) = idωX (M) for all M ∈ ω∨X .
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prove). Therefore X ⊆ Y∨, and so we get the result from 2.1.
(b) Since idX (IX ) = 0, we get that idωX (ωX ) = 0 = idX (ωX ). Hence, the result fol-
lows from 2.1. 
The following corollary will be very useful in the proof of the main result in Section 3.
Corollary 2.4. Let X be a subcategory of modR. Then
(a) if X is non-zero then idIX (X ) idIX (IX )+ coresdimIX (X ),
(b) idIX (PX ) idIX (IX )+ coresdimIX (PX ).
Proof. (a) We may assume that coresdimIX (X ) and idIX (IX ) are finite (otherwise there
is nothing to prove). Then X ⊆ (IX )∨, and so replacing X by IX and Y by IX in 2.1 we
get the result.
The proof of (b) is very similar to the one given in (a). 
The equality idX (IX ) = 0 is used very frequently in the forthcoming results. That is
the reason why it would be useful to have some equivalent conditions of this fact.
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a subcategory of modR. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) IX is a coresolving subcategory of modR,
(b) idX (IX ) = 0,
(c) Ext2R(X ,IX ) = 0.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b): Assume that IX is closed under cokernels of injections. Let M ∈X and
N ∈ IX , we prove that ExtiR(M,N) = 0 for any i > 0. Consider the exact sequence
0 → N → I0(N) → I1(N) → ·· · → Ii−2(N) → Ω−i+1(N) → 0
with Im(N) an injective R-module for all m = 0,1, . . . , i−2 and Ω−i+1(N) ∈ IX . There-
fore ExtiR(M,N)  Ext1R(M,Ω−i+1(N)) = 0.
(b) ⇒ (c): It is trivial.
(c) ⇒ (a): Assume that Ext2R(X ,IX ) = 0. Consider the exact sequence
0 → M → E → N → 0 with M,E ∈ IX . (2)
Applying the functor HomR(X,−) to (2) with X ∈X , we get the exact sequence
Ext1R(X,E)→ Ext1R(X,N) → Ext2R(X,M).
Since Ext1R(−,E)|X = 0 and Ext2R(−,M)|X = 0 we have that Ext1R(−,N)|X = 0, proving
that N ∈ IX and therefore IX is closed under cokernels of injections. 
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ments help us to establish some connections between projective and relative projective
dimensions. The main property that we will use is the existence of the exact sequences
given by the following proposition and its dual.
Proposition 2.6 (Auslander–Reiten). Let X be a subcategory of modR, which is closed
under extensions and direct summands. The following conditions are equivalent for any
C ∈ modR:
(a) the functor Ext1R(C,−)|X is finitely generated,
(b) there is an exact sequence 0 → XC → QC → C → 0 with QC ∈ PX and XC ∈X .
Remark 2.7 (Auslander–Reiten). Let X be a covariantly finite subcategory of modR. If X
is closed under extensions and direct summands then Ext1R(C,−)|X is finitely generated
for any C ∈ modR and PX is contravariantly finite.
Lemma 2.8. Let X and Y be subcategories of modR, Ext1R(−,C)|X be finitely generatedfor all C ∈ Y and M be an R-module. If X is closed under extensions and direct summands
then
(a) idY (M)max{idX (M), idIX (M)},
(b) if X ∪ IX ⊆ Y then idY (M) = max{idX (M), idIX (M)}.
Proof. (a) We may assume that idX (M) and idIX (M) are finite. So we prove that
ExtiR(−,M)|Y = 0 for i > max{idX (M), idIX (M)}. Using the dual of 2.6 we have that
for any N ∈ Y there exists an exact sequence
0 → N → YN → N ′ → 0 with YN ∈ IX and N ′ ∈X . (3)
Applying the functor HomR(−,M) to (3) we obtain the exact sequence
ExtiR(N
′,M) → ExtiR(YN,M) → ExtiR(N,M) → Exti+1(N ′,M).
So we have that ExtiR(YN,M)  ExtiR(N,M) for i > idX (M). Since ExtiR(YN,M) = 0
for i > idIX (M), we get that ExtiR(−,M)|Y = 0 for i > max{idX (M), idIX M}.
(b) Using that X ∪ IX ⊆ Y we obtain idY (M)  max{idX (M), idIX (M)}. Then the
result follows from (a). 
Corollary 2.9. Let X be a subcategory of modR, which is closed under extensions and
direct summands, and let M be an R-module:
(a) if Ext1R(−,C)|X is finitely generated for all C ∈ modR then
id(M) = max{idX (M), idIX (M)
}
,
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pd(M) = max{pdX (M),pdPX (M)
}
.
Proof. We prove only (a), since (b) follows from (a) by duality. Since Ext1R(−,C)|X is
finitely generated for all C ∈ modR, we can replace Y by modR in 2.8. Hence the result
follows because of the fact idmodR(M) = id(M). 
Proposition 2.10. Let X be a contravariantly finite subcategory of modR closed under
extensions and direct summands. If PR ⊆X then
(a) [Auslander–Reiten, 1991] X =PIX ,
(b) IX is coresolving if and only if X is resolving,
(c) id(M) = max{idX (M), idIX (M)} for any M ∈ modR,
(d) pd(M) = max{pdX (M),pdIX (M)} for any M ∈ modR.
Proof. (a) This is Proposition 1.10 in [4].
(b) Suppose that IX is coresolving. Then, by (a) and Lemma 3.1 in [4] we conclude
that X is resolving.
Assume now that X is resolving. Hence by the dual of Lemma 3.1 in [4] we have that
IX is coresolving.
(c) and (d): Since X is contravariantly finite we get from the dual result of 2.7 that IX is
covariantly finite. Hence by 2.7 and its dual, we have that the functors Ext1R(−,C)|X and
Ext1R(C,−)|IX are finitely generated for any C ∈ modR. Thus, the result follows from 2.9
and the fact that X =PIX . 
Corollary 2.11. Let X be a covariantly finite subcategory of modR. If X is closed under
extensions and direct summands then
(a) Y := IPX is covariantly finite and PX =PY ,
(b) pdM = max{pdX (M),pdPX (M)} = max{pdY (M),pdPX (M)},(c) idM = max{idY (M), idPX (M)}.
Proof. By 2.7 we have that Ext1R(C,−)|X is finitely generated for any C ∈ modR and PX
is contravariantly finite. So we can apply 2.10 to the category PX and 2.9 to X , proving
the result. 
As an application of 2.3 and 2.6, we get our first theorem that relates the relative injec-
tive dimension of Y with respect to X and the IX -coresolution dimension of X . Moreover,
a bound is given for the injective finitistic dimension of an algebra R by using some suit-
able subcategories of R-modules.
Theorem 2.12. LetX andY be subcategories of modR such that the functor Ext1R(−,C)|X
is finitely generated for all C ∈ Y . If X is closed under extensions and direct summands
then
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(b) if Y = modR, idX (IX ) < +∞ and coresdimIX (X ) < +∞ then
idIX (X)= +∞ for all X ∈ modR \ I∨X ,
(c) if I<∞(R) ⊆ Y then ifdR max(ifdIX , idX + 1).
Proof. (a) We can assume that idX (IX ) = α < +∞ and coresdimIX (X ) = β < +∞.
Let X ∈ Y . Using that Ext1R(−,X)|X is finitely generated we obtain, by the dual result
of 2.6, an exact sequence 0 → X → YX → X′ → 0 with YX ∈ IX and X′ ∈ X . Let
M ∈ X , applying the functor HomR(M,−) to that sequence we get the exact sequence
Exti−1R (M,YX) → Exti−1R (M,X′) → ExtiR(M,X) → ExtiR(M,YX). Then we have that
Exti−1R (−,X′)|X  ExtiR(−,X)|X for any i  α + 2. (4)
On the other hand, since X′ ∈X , we have by 2.3(a), that b := idX (X′) α+β . Therefore
from (4) we get that
ExtiR(−,X)|X = 0 for any i max(α + 2, b + 2).
So we obtain
idX (X)max(α + 2, b + 2)− 1max(α + 2, α + β + 2)− 1 α + β + 1,
proving that idX (Y) α + β + 1.
(b) Assume that Y = modR, idX (IX ) < +∞ and coresdimIX (X ) < +∞. Let X ∈
modR \ I∨X . Since IR ⊆ IX we obtain that id(X) = +∞. This means, by 2.9, that
idX (X) = +∞ or idIX (X) = +∞. On the other hand, by (a) we have that idX (X) is
finite, and so we obtain that idIX (X) = +∞.
(c) Assume that idX is finite and I<∞(R) ⊆ Y . Let X ∈ I<∞(R). Since Ext1R(−,X)|X
is finitely generated we obtain, by the dual result of 2.6, an exact sequence 0 → X →




id(YX), idX′ + 1
)
max(ifdIX , idX + 1). 
Lemma 2.13. Let X , Y and Z be subcategories of modR. Then
(a) pdY (X∨)= pdY (X ),
(b) if X ⊆Z ⊆X∨ then pdY (Z) = pdY (X ),
(c) if X ⊆ ω∨X then pdX = pdωX .
Proof. (a) Assume that pdY (X ) = α < +∞. So, by induction on d = coresdimX (M) for
M ∈X∨, it can be seen that pdY (X∨) α. Then (a) follows, since pdY (X ) pdY (X∨).
Finally, we have that (b) follows from (a), and (c) follows from (a) and (b). 
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extensions and direct summands, X ⊆ ω∨X and Ext1R(−,C)|X is finitely generated for all
C ∈ Y . Then
(a) if pdωX is finite and Y =P<∞(R) then pfdR = pfdIX ,
(b) if Y = modR then gl.dimR = pdIX .
Proof. (a) Assume that pdωX is finite and Y =P<∞(R). Since pdωX is finite, we get by
2.13 that pdX is so. Let M ∈ Y, using that Ext1R(−,M)|X is finitely generated, we have
from the dual result of 2.6 an exact sequence
0 → M → YX → MX → 0 with YX ∈ IX , MX ∈X . (5)
Hence pdYX is finite, since pdM < +∞ and pdMX  pdX < +∞. Therefore pdYX 
pfdIX . So by (5) we get pdM  max(pdYX,pdMX − 1)  pfdIX , since pdMX 
pdX = pdωX  pfdIX . Thus pfdR  pfdIX , proving that pfdR = pfdIX .
(b) The proof of the equality gl.dimR = pdIX is very similar to the one given
in (a). 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. This theorem relates different
kinds of homological dimensions by using suitable subcategories of modR. Furthermore,
in Section 3 we will see that this result can be strengthened if we assume in addition that
X is a partial tilting category.
Theorem 2.15. Let X be a contravariantly finite subcategory of modR, which is closed
under extensions and direct summands. Then
(a) pdX  idX (IX )+ coresdimIX (X )+ 1,
(b) ifdR max(ifdIX , idX + 1),
(c) if IX is coresolving then idIX (IX ) = idIX . Moreover,
pdX  1 + coresdimIX (X ) and idX  idIX + coresdimIX (X )+ 1,
(d) if X ⊆ ω∨X then(i) gl.dimR = pdIX ,
(ii) if pdωX is finite then pfdR = pfdIX ,
(iii) if P<∞(IX ) ⊆ ω∨X and pdωX is finite then pfdR = pdωX .
Proof. Since X is contravariantly finite, closed under extensions and direct summands, we
get from the dual result of 2.7 that Ext1R(−,C)|X is finitely generated for any R-module C.
Hence (a) and (b) follows from 2.12, since idX (modR) = pdX .
(c) We already know that the functor Ext1R(−,M)|X is finitely generated for any M ∈
modR. On the other hand, IX coresolving implies by 2.5 that idX (IX ) = 0. So by 2.9(a)
we get that idIX = max(idX (IX ), idIX (IX )). Thus idIX (IX ) is equal to idIX , since
idX (IX ) = 0.
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second one: By 2.9 we have that idX = max(idX (X ), idIX (X )). So the inequality idX 
id(IX ) + coresdimIX (X ) + 1 follows from 2.4, since idX (X ) = pdX (X )  pdX  1 +
coresdimIX (X ).
(d) The proof of (i) and (ii) follows from 2.14(a), sinceX is contravariantly finite, closed
under extensions and direct summands. To prove (iii) we assume that P<∞(IX ) ⊆ ω∨X .
We assert that pfdIX  pdωX . Indeed, by 2.13 we get pfdIX = pdP<∞(IX ) pdω∨X =
pdωX . On the other hand, the fact that pdωX is finite implies that pdωX  pfdIX . There-
fore pfdIX = pdωX , proving the result. 
As an easy consequence of 2.15 we have the following result.
Corollary 2.16. Let T be an R-module such that Ext1R(T ,T ) = 0 and pdT is finite. Then
(a) pfdR = pfdIaddT and gl.dim = pdIaddT ,
(b) if P<∞(IaddT ) ⊆ (addT )∨ then pfdR = pdT .
Proof. It follows from 2.15(d) by taking X := addT . 
The following well-known result can also be obtained from the previous theorem.
Corollary 2.17. If the global dimension of R is finite then gl.dimR = idR R.
Proof. Assume that gl.dimR is finite. We take X = modR. Then ωX = IX = IR and
X ⊆ I∨R . So by 2.15(d) we get gl.dimR = pdIR = pdD(RR) = idR R. 
As another application of 2.1 and 2.15 we get the following result. We point out, that
the item (c) below is a generalization of Corollary 2.11 in [5].
Proposition 2.18. Let T be a generalized tilting R-module. Then
(a) idR R  idT + coresdimaddT (RR),
(b) coresdimaddT (RR) = idaddT (RR) pdT ,
(c) if gl.dimR is finite then gl.dimR  pdT + idaddT (RR) pdT + idT .
Proof. (a) It follows from 2.1 by taking Y = addT , X = modR and L = R.
(b) We setX = addT . Then by 2.1 (b) we have that coresdimaddT (RR) = idaddT (RR)
idaddT (modR) = pdT .
(c) follows from (a) and 2.17. 
3. Tilting subcategories in modR
In this section we introduce the notion of tilting category. This concept inglobes the
main homological properties of two classical categories. That is, addT with T a general-
ized tilting R-module and F(RΔ), where R is a standardly stratified algebra. If we assume
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results obtained in the previous section can be strengthened, and as a consequence we will
get interesting results in the following sections.
Definition 3.1. Let X be a subcategory of modR, which is closed under extensions and
direct summands. We say that X is a partial tilting category if pdX (X ) and pdPX (X ) are
finite. A partial tilting category X is said to be tilting if RR ∈ ω∨X . Dually, we say that X is
a partial cotilting category if idX (X ) and idIX (X ) are finite. A partial cotilting category
X is called cotilting if D(RR) ∈Z∧X .
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a subcategory of modR, which is closed under extensions and direct
summands. If X is covariantly finite then
(a) X is partial tilting if and only if pdX is finite,
(b) if R is self-injective and PR ⊆X then X is partial tilting if and only if X =PR.
Proof. (a) By 2.11 we have that pdX = max{pdX (X ),pdPX (X )}. So the result follows.(b) Assume that R is self-injective and PR ⊆ X . Since R is self-injective we apply the
dual result of 2.2 to X to get that pdX is finite if and only if X = PR . Hence the result
follows from (a). 





and coresdimIX (modR)max{pdX ,1}.
Proof. Assume that d = idX (M) is finite. Consider the exact sequence
0 → M → I0 → I1 → ·· · → Is−1 → Ω−s(M) → 0,
where s = 1 if d = 0 and s = d otherwise. Then
Ext1R
(−,Ω−s(M))|X  Exts+1R (−,M)|X = 0.
Therefore Ω−s(M) ∈ IX and coresdimIX (M) s, proving the first equality. The second
one follows from the first and the fact that idX (modR) = pdX . 
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a partial tilting category. Then
(a) coresdimIX (X )max{pdX (X ),1} < +∞,
(b) resdimPX (X )max{pdX (X ),1} < +∞,
(c) coresdimIX (PX )max{pdPX (X ),1} < +∞,(d) if IX is coresolving then
(i) pdPX (X ) = coresdimIX (PX ),(ii) if X ⊆ ω∨X then pdX (X ) = coresdimIX (X ) = coresdimωX (X ) = idωX (X ).
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pdPX (X ).
To prove (d) we assume that IX is coresolving. By (c) we have that PX ⊆ I∨X . Then (i)
follows from 2.1, since pdPX (X ) = idX (PX ). Finally, (ii) follows easily from 2.3. 
Proposition 3.5. Let X be a contravariantly finite subcategory of modR, which is closed
under extensions and direct summands. If IX is coresolving then
(a) the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) coresdimIX (X ) is finite,
(ii) pdX is finite,
(iii) coresdimIX (modR) is finite.
(b) In case that pdX be finite we have that:
(i) coresdimIX (X ) = pdX (X ) pdX = coresdimIX (modR),
(ii) if PR ⊆X then
coresdimIX (X ) = pdX (X ) = pdX = coresdimIX (modR).
Proof. (a) The assumption that coresdimIX (X ) is finite implies, by 2.15, that pdX
is finite and therefore I∨X = modR (see 3.3). Hence using 2.1 we get that pdX =
coresdimIX (modR), proving (a).
(b) Let pdX be finite and PR ⊆ X . We get by 2.1 and the dual of 2.2 that
coresdimIX (X ) = pdX (X ) = pdX . So (b) follows from the equality
pdX = coresdimIX (modR),
which was obtained in the proof of (a). 
Proposition 3.6. Let X be a contravariantly finite subcategory of modR which is closed
under extensions and direct summands. If idX (ωX ) = 0 then
(a) if pdX (X ) is finite then X ⊆ ω∨X and coresdimωX (X ) pdX (X ),(b) idX (M) = coresdimωX (M) for any M ∈ ω∨X .
Proof. (a) Since X is a contravariantly finite subcategory and it is closed under extensions
we get from the dual result of 2.6, that for any X ∈X , there exists an exact sequence
0 → X → W → X′ → 0 with W ∈ ωX and X′ ∈X . (6)
Let X ∈ X , X−1 := X and d := pdX (X ). Using the exact sequence (6) we can con-
struct exact sequences εi : 0 → Xi−1 → Wi → Xi → 0 with Wi ∈ ωX and Xi ∈ X .
Applying the functor HomR(Xd,−) to the exact sequence εi we get that ExtjR(Xd,Xi) 
Extj+1(Xd,Xi−1), since idX (ωX ) = 0. It follows that Ext1 (Xd,Xd−1) R R
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act sequence εd splits and so the module W ′d := Xd−1 is a direct summand of Wd ∈ ωX .
Hence we get an exact sequence
0 → X → W0 → W1 → ·· · → Wd−1 → W ′d → 0
with Wi ∈ ωX for all i = 0,1,2, . . . , d − 1 and W ′d ∈ ωX , proving the result.
(b) It follows from 2.1, since idX (ωX )= 0. 
Theorem 3.7. Let X be a contravariantly finite partial tilting subcategory of modR, such
that idX (IX ) is finite. Then
(a) pdX  idX (IX )+ coresdimIX (X )+ 1 < +∞,
(b) coresdimIX (modR)max{pdX ,1} < +∞,
(c) if idX (IX ) = 0 then
(i) idX (M) = coresdimωX (M) = idωX (M) for any M ∈ ω∨X ,
(ii) idX (M) = coresdimIX (M) for all M ∈ modR,
(iii) coresdimIX (modR) = pdX = pdPX (X ) = coresdimIX (PX ),(iv) idωX (X ) = coresdimωX (X ) = pdX (X ) = coresdimIX (X ).
Proof. (a) From 2.15 we have that pdX  idX (IX )+coresdimIX (X )+1. So (a) follows,
since by 3.4 we know that coresdimIX (X ) is finite.
(b) By (a) we have that pdX is finite. So the result follows from 3.3.
(c) (i) It follows from 2.3(b).
(ii) It can be obtained from (b) and 2.1.
(iii) From (ii) we have that coresdimIX (modR) = pdX and pdPX (X ) = idX (PX )=
coresdimIX (PX ). On the other hand, since pdX is finite we conclude from the
dual result of 2.2 that pdX = pdPX (X ).(iv) Since idX (IX ) = 0 we get from 3.6 that X ⊆ ω∨X . Thus the result follows
from 3.4(d). 
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a covariantly finite partial tilting subcategory of modR, such that
pdX (PX ) < +∞. Then
(a) idX  pdX (PX )+ resdimPX (X )+ 1 < +∞,
(b) resdimPX (modR)max{idX ,1}< +∞,
(c) if pdX (PX ) = 0 then
(i) pdX (M) = resdimZX (M) = pdZX (M) for all M ∈Z∧X ,(ii) pdX (M) = resdimPX (M) for all M ∈ modR,
(iii) resdimPX (modR) = idX = pdX (IX ) = resdimPX (IX ),
(iv) pdZX (X ) = resdimZX (X ) = pdX (X ) = resdimPX (X ).
Proof. It can be proven in a very similar way as the one given in 3.7. 
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travariantly finite and partial tilting category X , we want to construct a functorially finite,
resolving and tilting category Y which contains X and is very closely connected to X in
the sense of homological dimensions. As we will see below, if IX is coresolving then the
category Y =PIX is the indicated one. In order to prove the main result, we will make use
of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9. Let X be a contravariantly finite subcategory of modR which is closed under
extension and direct summands, and let Y be equal to PIX . If IX is coresolving then
(a) Y is a resolving and functorially finite subcategory of modR,
(b) IY = IX and pdIX (Y) = 0.
Proof. Assume that IX is coresolving. We know, by the dual result of 2.7, that IX is
covariantly finite. Then by Lemma 3.1 in [4] (using that IX is also coresolving) and 2.7,
we get that PIX is resolving and contravariantly finite. So by the dual result of 2.5 we
conclude that pdIX (Y)= 0. On the other hand, the dual result of 2.11 gives us the equalityIY = IX . Finally, since Y is a resolving and contravariantly finite subcategory of modR,
we get from Corollary 2.6 in [10] that Y is also covariantly finite, proving the result. 
Theorem 3.10. Let X be a contravariantly finite partial tilting subcategory of modR and
Y :=PIX . If IX is coresolving then
(a) coresdimIX (Y)= pdY (Y)= pdY = coresdimIX (modR) = pdX = pdωX < +∞,
(b) Y is a resolving functorially finite and tilting subcategory of modR,
(c) pdIX (M) = resdimY (M) for any M ∈ Y∧,(d) Y∧ = {M ∈ modR: pdIX (M) < ∞} =P<∞(R),(e) pdM  pdωX + resdimY (M) for any M ∈ P<∞(R),
(f) pfdR = pfdIX  pdωX + resdimY (P<∞(IX )) pdωX + resdimY (Y∧),
(g) gl.dimR = pdIX = max(idIX ,pdY (IX )). Moreover, if X is covariantly finite then
gl.dimR  pdωX + idIX ,
(h) the following conditions are equivalent
(1) idIX is finite,
(2) pdIX is finite,
(3) IX is a partial tilting category,
(4) Y∧ = modR.
(i) If pdIX is finite then gl.dimR  pdωX + idIX < +∞. Moreover, we have that
(1) pdIX (M) = resdimZIX (M) = pdZIX (M) for any M ∈Z
∧
IX ,
(2) pdIX (M) = resdimY (M) for any M ∈ modR,
(3) resdimY (modR) = idIX = pdIX (IIX ) = resdimY (IIX ) = resdimY (IX ) =
resdimZIX (IX ) = pdZIX (IX ).
Proof. Assume that IX is coresolving. Since X is partial tilting we get the inclusion X ⊆
ω∨ from 3.6(a). That inclusion will be used in the proof of the main theorem.X
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direct summands, IY = IX and PR ⊆ Y . We will apply 3.5 to Y . We start by
proving that coresdimIY (Y) is finite. That is, coresdimIY (Y) = coresdimIX (Y) 
coresdimIX (modR) = pdX < +∞, see 3.7. On the other hand, the inclusion X ⊆ ω∨X
implies that pdX = pdωX (see 2.13(c)). Hence by 3.5(a) we get that pdY is finite and so
the result follows from 3.5(b).
(b) By 3.9 we know that Y is a resolving and functorially finite subcategory of modR.
On the other hand, from (a) we conclude that Y is partial tilting. Finally, since IY is
coresolving we get that Y ⊆ ω∨Y (see 3.6(a)). Hence Y is a tilting category because PR ⊆
Y ⊆ ω∨Y .(c) Since pdIX (Y) = 0 (see 3.9) we get (c) from the dual result of 2.1(b).(d) Let P<∞IX (R) := {M ∈ modR: pdIX (M) < ∞}. By the dual of 3.3 we conclude that
resdimY (M)  max(pdIX (M),1) for any M ∈ modR. Thus P<∞IX (R) ⊆ Y∧. Hence by
(c) we get P<∞IX (R) = Y∧.
Since PR ⊆ Y we have that resdimY (M)  resdimPR (M) = pdM . Therefore
P<∞(R) ⊆ Y∧. On the other hand, since pdY is finite (see (a)) then Y∧ ⊆P<∞(R).
(e) By the dual of 2.1(a), we obtain pdY (M) pdY (Y)+ resdimY (M) for any M ∈ Y∧.
On the other hand, Y∧ = P<∞(R) and pdY = pdωX is finite (see (a) and (d)). So the
result follows from the dual of 2.2, since PR ⊆ Y .
(f) We have that X ⊆ ω∨X and pdωX is finite. So we have by 2.15(d) that pfdR =
pfdIX . Then the result follows from (e), since P<∞(IX )⊆ Y∧ (see (d)).
(g) Since X ⊆ ω∨X we obtain from 2.15(d) that gl.dimR = pdIX . We know that
idIX = idIX (IX ) (see 2.15(c)) since IX is coresolving. So by the dual result of 2.7
and 2.9 we get pdIX = max(idIX ,pdY (IX )), since IX is covariantly finite and
pdIX (IX ) = idIX (IX ) = idIX .
Assume that X is covariantly finite. Then by the dual result of 2.7 and 2.9 we have
pdIX = max
(
pdX (IX ),pdPX (IX )
)
. (7)
On the other hand, from 2.4 we have idIX (X )  idIX (IX ) + coresdimIX (X ) and
idIX (PX )  idIX (IX ) + coresdimIX (PX ). Then by (7) and the equalities pdX (X ) =
coresdimIX (X ) and pdPX (X ) = coresdimIX (PX ) (see 3.7) we get
pdIX  idIX + max
(
pdX (X ),pdPX (X )
)= idIX + pdX . (8)
Hence by (8) we conclude that gl.dimR  pdωX + idIX , since pdX = pdωX (see (a)).
(h) (1) ⇒ (2): Assume that idIX is finite. Then pdIX (IX ) = idIX (IX )= idIX < +∞(see 2.15(c)). Therefore by the dual of 3.3 we get IX ⊆ Y∧. So by (c), (d) and (e) we
conclude that pdIX  pdωX + idIX < +∞.
(2) ⇒ (1): It follows from idIX = idIX (IX ) = pdIX (IX ) pdIX .(2)⇔(3): It follows from 3.2(a), since IX is covariantly finite.
(4) ⇒ (2): Assume that Y∧ = modR. Then by (d) we have that P<∞(R) = modR.
Hence by Corollary 3.10 in [4] we obtain that gl.dimR is finite.
(2) ⇒ (4): Suppose that pdIX is finite. So by (g) we conclude that gl.dimR is finite.
Therefore Y∧ = modR, since PR ⊆ Y .
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the proof of (1) ⇒ (2) in (h)). On the other hand, we have that IX is covariantly finite,
partial tilting and pdIX (Y) = 0. So we can apply 3.8(c) to IX . Hence the result follows,
since pdIX (IX ) = idIX . 
Some reduction can be made in Theorem 3.10 if we assume the extra condition:
PR ⊆X .
Corollary 3.11. Let X be a contravariantly finite partial tilting subcategory of modR. If
IX is coresolving and PR ⊆X then
(a) X is a resolving, functorially finite and tilting subcategory of modR,
(b) idωX (X ) = coresdimωX (X ) = pdX (X ) = coresdimIX (X ) = pdX = pdωX =
pdPX (X ) = coresdimIX (PX ) = coresdimIX (modR) < +∞,(c) pdIX (M) = resdimX (M) for any M ∈X∧,(d) X∧ = {M ∈ modR: pdIX (M) < ∞} =P<∞(R),(e) pdM  pdωX + resdimX (M) for any M ∈P<∞(R),
(f) pfdR = pfdIX  pdωX + resdimX (P<∞(IX )) pdωX + resdimX (X∧),
(g) gl.dimR = pdIX  pdωX + idIX ,
(h) if pdIX is finite then
(1) pdIX (M) = resdimωX (M) = pdωX (M) for any M ∈ ω∧X ,(2) pdIX (M) = resdimX (M) for any M ∈ modR,(3) resdimX (modR) = idIX = pdIX (IIX ) = resdimX (IIX ) = resdimX (IX ) =
resdimωX (IX ) = pdωX (IX ).
Proof. Assume that IX is coresolving and PR ⊆ X . Then by 3.10(a) we have that X =
PIX = Y and so ZIX = IX ∩ Y = ωX . Hence, we can replace Y by X and ZIX by ωX
in the main theorem to obtain the corollary. Observe that not all the equalities of (b) are
obtained in this way; but, if we use 3.7(c) we get (b). 
4. Tilting categories and tilting modules
Let R be a quasi-hereditary algebra. In 1991, C.M. Ringel proved in [17] that there
exists a generalized tilting R-module T (called by Ringel “the characteristic module”)
associated to the category F(RΔ) (see [17, Theorem 5]). Since F(RΔ) is a typical ex-
ample of a tilting category, it is natural to expect that a generalization of Theorem 5 can
be done for tilting categories. In this section, we establish this generalization for a tilting
category X . Moreover, we get interesting homological relationships between this tilting
module T associated to X and the algebra R.
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a subcategory of modR closed under extensions and direct sum-
mands. If X ⊆ ω∨X and there is a generalized tilting R-module T such that IX = T ⊥, thenIX is coresolving and pdX = pdωX  pdT .
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In particular we obtain that IX is coresolving, since T ⊥ is so. On the other hand, by
2.13(c) we know that the inclusion X ⊆ ω∨X implies that pdX = pdωX . We assert that
pdωX  pdT . Indeed, let M ∈ ωX ⊆ IX = T ⊥. Then we have an exact sequence (see
[13, Lemma 3.1])
0 → K → T0 → M → 0 with T0 ∈ addT and K ∈ T ⊥ = IX . (9)
Then the exact sequence (9) splits and so M is a direct summand of T , proving that
pdM  pdT . 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a contravariantly finite partial tilting subcategory of modR. If IX
is coresolving then there is a generalized tilting R-module T such that
(a) IX = T ⊥ and pdX  pdT ,
(b) pfdR = pfdT ⊥  pdT + resdimaddT (addT )∧,
(c) pfdR is finite if and only if resdimaddT (addT )∧ is finite,
(d) the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) idT ⊥ is finite,
(ii) gl.dimR is finite,
(iii) T ⊥ = (addT )∧ and pfdR is finite,
(iv) pdT ⊥ is finite,
(e) if gl.dimR is finite then idIX = idT .
Proof. Assume that IX is coresolving.
(a) We have that I∨X = modR (see 3.10(b)) and IX is covariantly finite (see the dual
result of 2.7). Hence the dual result of Theorem 5.5 in [4] implies that there is a general-
ized tilting R-module T such that IX = T ⊥. Finally, the inequality pdX  pdT follows
from 4.1.
(b) Since (addT )∧ = P<∞(T ⊥) (see [13, Lemma 3.1]), pdωX  pdT (see 4.1) and
addT ⊆PT ⊥ the result follows from 3.10(f).
(c) By Lemma 3.1 in [13] we have that resdimaddT (addT )∧  pfdT ⊥. Thus the result
follows from (b).
(d) (i)⇔(iv): It follows from 3.10(h); (iv) ⇒ (ii): It follows from 3.10(i); (ii) ⇒ (iii):
Follows from the equality (addT )∧ = P<∞(T ⊥) (see [13, Lemma 3.1]); (iii) ⇒ (iv): We
have pdT ⊥ = pd(addT )∧  pdT + resdimaddT (addT )∧, so the result follows from (c).
(e) Assume that gl.dimR is finite. Then by (d) we have (addT )∧ = T ⊥. Therefore
idT ⊥ = idT (see the dual result of 2.13). 
Definition 4.3. Let X be a subcategory of modR, which is closed under extensions and
direct summands. A basic R-module YX is said to be the characteristic R-module asso-
ciated to X if ωX = addYX . Dually, the co-characteristic R-module associated to X is a
basic R-module QX such that ZX = addQX .
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ever, it does exist for the category F(θ), where (θ,) is a stratifying system, see
[11, Theorem 2.4]. The following results give sufficient conditions for the existence of a
characteristic R-module. Moreover, they give sufficient conditions to get that it is a gener-
alized tilting R-module.
Lemma 4.4. Let X be a subcategory of modR which is closed under extensions and direct
summands, and let 0 → RR → X0 → ·· · → Xm → 0 be an exact sequence with Xi ∈ ωX
for any i. If idX (ωX ) = 0 and pdX is finite then T :=
∐m
i=0 Xi is a generalized tilting
R-module such that ωX = addT .
Proof. Since pdX is finite we have that pdT is so. On the other hand, idX (ωX ) = 0
implies that ExtiR(T ,T ) = 0 for any i > 0. Then T is a generalized tilting R-module.
Moreover, if M ∈ ωX then T ⊕M is a generalized tilting R-module. By tilting theory we
must have M ∈ addT . Therefore ωX = addT . 
Theorem 4.5. Let X be a contravariantly finite tilting subcategory of modR and let 0 →
RR → X0 → ·· · → Xm → 0 be an exact sequence with Xi ∈ ωX for any i. If IX is
coresolving then T := ∐mi=0 Xi is a generalized tilting R-module such that ωX = addT ,
IX = T ⊥ and pdX = pdT .
Proof. Assume that IX is coresolving. By 3.10(b) we have that pdX is finite. Therefore
from 4.4 we conclude that T is a generalized tilting R-module and ωX = addT . On the
other hand, by 4.2(a) there is a generalized tilting R-module T ′ such that IX = T ′⊥. Since
T ∈ ωX ⊆ IX = T ′⊥ we obtain an exact sequence
0 → K → T0 → T → 0 with T0 ∈ addT ′ and K ∈ T ′⊥ = IX . (10)
Then the exact sequence (10) splits and so T is a direct summand of T ′, proving that
T ′⊥ = T ⊥. On the other hand, since X ⊆ ω∨X (see 3.6(a)) we get by 2.13 that pdX =
pdωX = pdT , since by 4.4 we know that ωX = addT . 
Theorem 4.6. Let X be a resolving contravariantly finite and partial tilting subcategory
of modR. Then, there exists a generalized tilting R-module T such that
(a) IX = T ⊥, ωX = addT , X = (addT )∨ and pdX = pdT ,
(b) X = ⊥T and T is also a generalized cotilting R-module if and only if gl.dimR is
finite.
Proof. Since X is a resolving and contravariantly finite subcategory of modR, we get
from 2.10(b) that IX is coresolving.
(a) We start by proving the equality X = ω∨X . The inclusion X ⊆ ω∨X follows from
3.6 since IX is coresolving. Using that X is closed under kernels of surjections, it is not
difficult to see that ω∨X ⊆X . Therefore (a) follows from 4.5.(b) The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [3].
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Theorem 5.5 in [4] we infer that X∧ = modR. Therefore P<∞(R) = modR since by (a)
we know that pdX is finite. So we can use Corollary 3.10 in [4] to conclude that gl.dimR
is finite.
(⇐) Assume now that gl.dimR is finite. We prove that X = ⊥T and T is a cotilting
R-module. Indeed, it is well know that over an algebra of finite global dimension any
generalized tilting module is also cotilting (see [9]). On the other hand, using that IX is
coresolving we have by 2.5 that idX (IX ) = 0. Hence idX (ωX ) = 0, and so the inclusion
X ⊆ ⊥T follows since ωX = addT .
To prove the inclusion ⊥T ⊆X , we start by taking an element X in ⊥T . Consider a right
minimal X -approximation of X, which exists and is surjective since X is contravariantly
finite and resolving. So by Wakamatsu’s Lemma (see [4, Lemma 1.3]) we get an exact
sequence ε: 0 → KX → FX → X → 0 with KX ∈ IX = T ⊥ and FX ∈ X . We assert that
KX ∈ X . To prove that it is enough to see that KX ∈ PIX , since by 2.10(a) we know that
PIX =X .
Let N ∈ IX = T ⊥ and r := pdN . Then there is a long exact sequence (see the proof of
(a) and (b) of Lemma 3.1 in [13])
0 → Tr → Tr−1 fr−1−→ · · · → T1 f1−→ T0 f0−→ N → 0
with Ti ∈ addT and Ki := Kerfi ∈ T ⊥ for any i. Therefore, the fact that KX ∈ T ⊥
implies that Ext1R(KX,N)  Extr+1R (KX,Tr) = 0, and so KX ∈ PIX = X . Then KX ∈
X ∩ IX = ωX = addT , which implies that the exact sequence ε splits, proving that X
belongs to X . 
Corollary 4.7. Let X = addM with pdM finite. If IX is coresolving then
(a) IX = T ⊥, where T is a generalized basic tilting R-module,
(b) if RR ∈ ω∨X then(b1) ωX = addT ,
(b2) if Ext1R(M,M) = 0 then T is a direct summand of M. Moreover, we have that M
is a generalized tilting R-module.
Proof. addM is a functorially finite subcategory of modR. On the other hand, pdM finite
implies that X is a partial tilting subcategory of modR. So by 4.2(a) there is a general-
ized basic tilting R-module T such that IX = T ⊥. Assume that RR ∈ ω∨X . Then X is a
functorially finite tilting subcategory of modR. Hence by 4.5 we obtain that ωX = addT .
Suppose that Ext1R(M,M) = 0. Hence X ⊆ IX and so addM = addT , proving the
result. 
As we have seen in the previous corollary, we needed to know when the category IX
is coresolving for X = addM . The following proposition gives an answer to this question.
Then, in the following corollary, we apply this result to the particular case when M is a
generalized tilting R-module.
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only if pdM  1.
Proof. Suppose that IX is coresolving. Since X ⊆ IX we have that coresdimIX (X ) is
equal to zero. Hence by 2.15(c) we get that pdM  1.
Assume now that pdM  1. Then Ext2R(X ,−) = 0 and so by 2.5 we obtain that IX is
coresolving. 
Corollary 4.9. Let T be a generalized tilting R-module. Then IaddT is coresolving if and
only if T is a classical tilting module.
Proof. It follows easily from 4.8. 
We end this section by giving some applications to the theory of classical tilting
modules. In order to do that, we recall that a classical tilting R-module T induces
a torsion pair (T ,F), where T = IaddT is the torsion class and F = {X ∈ modR:
HomR(−,X)|addT = 0} is the torsion-free class.
Let T be a classical tilting R-module. We consider the category X = addT . Then we
have that X is a functorially finite and partial tilting subcategory of modR. Moreover,
we have by 4.9 that IX is coresolving. So we can apply the main Theorem 3.10 to X .
In this case we have that PIX = PT , and so PIX is the category whose objects are the
“Ext-projective” objects of the torsion class T .
Corollary 4.10. Let T be a classical tilting R-module and T = IaddT the torsion class.
Then
(a) T = T ⊥ and it is covariantly finite and coresolving,
(b) PT is resolving, functorially finite and a tilting category. Moreover, PT ∩ T = addT ,
(c) pdT (M) = resdimPT (M) for any M ∈P∧T ,(d) P∧T = {M ∈ modR: pdT (M) < ∞} =P<∞(R),(e) pdM  pdT + resdimPT (M) for any M ∈P<∞(R),
(f) pfdR = pfdT  pdT + resdimaddT (addT )∧,
(g) gl.dimR = pdT  pdT + idT ,
(h) coresdimT (PT )= pdPT = coresdimT (modR) = pdT = coresdimT (PaddT ),
(i) the module T satisfies the equivalent conditions given in 4.2(d),
(j) if gl.dimR is finite then
(1) pdT (M) = resdimaddT (M) = pdaddT (M) for any M ∈ (addT )∧,
(2) pdT (M) = resdimPT (M) for any M ∈ modR,
(3) resdimPT (modR) = idT = idT = pdT (IT ) = resdimPT (IT ) =
resdimPT (T ) = resdimaddT (T )= pdaddT (T ).
Proof. Let T be a classical tilting module and M ∈ T ⊥. Then, we obtain from Lemma
3.1 in [13] an exact sequence 0 → K → T0 → M → 0 with T0 ∈ addT and K ∈ T ⊥.
Thus PT ⊥ ∩ T ⊥ ⊆ addT and the other inclusion is not difficult to prove. Finally, since T
is a classical tilting module, we obtain from 4.9 that IaddT is coresolving. On the other
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result 3.10 to X := addT , proving the result. 
5. Gorenstein subcategories in modR
Throughout this sectionX will be a subcategory of modR. We recall that ωX =X ∩IX
and ZX =X ∩PX . Also we have that I<∞(X ) = {X ∈X : idX is finite} and P<∞(X ) =
{X ∈ X : pdX is finite}. Following M. Auslander and I. Reiten in [4], we recall that an
algebra R is Gorenstein if idR R and idRR are finite. By taking this definition of Gorenstein
algebras into account, we introduce the notion of Gorenstein subcategory in modR. The
idea is to generalize this concept and to prove, in a more general situation, some of the
results appearing in [4] for Gorenstein algebras. Furthermore, under certain conditions, we
give a bound of the finitistic dimension of an algebra R by using Gorenstein categories.
Definition 5.1. Let X be a subcategory of modR, which is closed under extensions and
direct summands. We say that X is (Z,W)-Gorenstein if Z and W are subcategories of
modR satisfying the following conditions:
(a) P<∞(X ) ⊆Z∧ and idZ is finite,
(b) I<∞(X ) ⊆W∨ and pdW is finite.
Remark 5.2.
(a) It is clear that modR is (PR,IR)-Gorenstein if and only if R is Gorenstein.
(b) Let R be an algebra such that idRR is finite and let T be a classical tilting R-
module with idT finite. Then we have that IaddT is (addT ,IR)-Gorenstein, since
P<∞(IaddT )= (addT )∧, I<∞(IaddT ) ⊆ I∨R and pdIR = idRR.
(c) Let (θ,) be a stratifying system and let (θ,Q,) and (θ,Y ,) be respectively the
epss and the eiss associated to (θ,) (see definitions in Section 6). Then F(θ) is
(addQ, addY)-Gorenstein if and only if F(θ) is a partial tilting and cotilting category.
Proposition 5.3. If X is (Z,W)-Gorenstein then
(a) I<∞(X ) =P<∞(X ),
(b) pfdX  pdW and ifdX  idZ.
Proof. Assume that X is (Z,W)-Gorenstein. Let M ∈ I<∞(X ), so we have that
M ∈ W∨ and then by 2.13(a) we get pdM  pdW∨ = pdW . Therefore I<∞(X ) ⊆
P<∞(X ) and pd(I<∞(X ))  pdW . In a similar way, it can be proven that P<∞(X ) ⊆
I<∞(X ) and id(P<∞(X )) idZ, so the result follows. 
Proposition 5.4. Let X be a functorially finite subcategory of modR, which is partial
tilting and cotilting. If idX (ωX )= 0 and pdX (ZX ) = 0 then
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(b) coresdimωX (X ) pdX = pdωX ,
(c) resdimZX (X ) idX = idZX ,
(d) resdimZX (X ) = pdX (X ) = coresdimωX (X ).
Proof. Since X is functorially finite and both partial tilting and cotilting, we conclude
from 3.2(a) and its dual that pdX and idX are finite. Assume that idX (ωX ) = 0 and
pdX (ZX ) = 0. Hence, by 3.6 and its dual we get
X ⊆ ω∨X , X ⊆Z∧X ,
coresdimωX (X ) pdX and resdimZX (X) idX . (11)
(a) follows from (11) since idZX  idX and pdωX  pdX . On the other hand, (b) and
(c) follows from (11), 2.13(c) and its dual. Finally, (d) follows from both inclusions of (11),
2.1(b) and its dual. 
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a contravariantly finite subcategory of modR, which is closed
under extensions and direct summands. If IX is (ZX ,W)-Gorenstein then
ifdR  idX + 1, pfdIX  pdW and ifdIX  idZX  idX .
Proof. Assume that IX is (ZX ,W)-Gorenstein and idX is finite. By 5.3 we have that
ifdIX  idZX  idX and pfdIX  pdW . Thus, the result follows from 2.15 since X is
contravariantly finite. 
Corollary 5.6. Let T be a classical tilting R-module such that idT and idRR are finite.
Then ifdR  idT + 1 and pfdR  idRR.
Proof. It follows from 5.5 and 4.10 since by the remark above we know that IaddT is
(addT ,IR)-Gorenstein. 
6. Applications to stratifying systems
In this section we apply the theory developed in the previous sections. Then, as a con-
sequence we get interesting results for the theory of stratifying systems. In particular we
generalize some of the results obtained by B. Zhu and S. Caenepeel in [5] and also one
of the results of V. Mazorchuk and S. Ovsienko in [14]. We also give some examples to
illustrate the conditions of the main results.
Let R be an algebra. We will use the definition of stratifying system, Ext-injective strat-
ifying system and Ext-projective stratifying system given in [11,12]. We will also consider
the definition of quasi-hereditary algebra introduced by E. Cline, B.J. Parshall and L.L.
Scott in [6], and the definition of standardly stratified algebra introduced by I. Ágoston,
V. Dlab and E. Lukács in [2].
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[1, t]. We reserve the notation  (respectively op) for the natural (respectively opposite
natural) total order on [1, t].
Definition 6.1. [11] A stratifying system (θ,) of size t consists of a set θ = {θ(i)}ti=1 of
indecomposable R-modules and a total order  on [1, t] satisfying the following condi-
tions:
(a) HomR(θ(j), θ(i)) = 0 for j  i,
(b) Ext1R(θ(j), θ(i)) = 0 for j  i.
In the theory of stratifying systems, there are three equivalent notions. One of them is
the notion of stratifying system given in 6.1. The second one, which is the original one,
is the notion of Ext-injective stratifying system (eiss), see [8], where it appears under the
name of stratifying system, and finally the definition of Ext-projective stratifying system
(epss), see [11,12].
The equivalence of these notions implies, in particular, that given a stratifying system
(θ,) of size t , we can associate to it a uniquely determined eiss (θ,Y ,) and a uniquely
determined epss (θ,Q,). We also recall that the set Y = {Y(1), . . . , Y (t)} (respectively
Q = {Q(1), . . . ,Q(t)}) consists of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable R-modules
(see [11,12]). In order to simplify the statements, we denote by Y (respectively Q) the
Ext-injective (respectively Ext-projective) module ∐ti=1 Y(i) (respectively
∐t
i=1 Q(i)).
We denote by F(θ) the full subcategory of mod R whose objects are the zero module
and all R-modules which are filtered by modules in θ . We also set I(θ) := IF(θ) and
P(θ) :=PF(θ). For completeness, we recall the definition of eiss and epss.
Definition 6.2. [8] Let θ = {θ(i)}ti=1 be a set of non-zero R-modules, Y = {Y(i)}ti=1 be
a set of indecomposable R-modules and  be a total order on the set [1, t]. The system
(θ,Y ,) is an eiss of size t , if the following three conditions hold:
(a) HomR(θ(j), θ(i)) = 0 for j  i,
(b) for each i ∈ [1, t], there is an exact sequence 0 → θ(i) → Y(i) → Z(i) → 0 such that
Z(i) ∈F({θ(j): j ≺ i}),
(c) Ext1R(−, Y )|F(θ) = 0.
Definition 6.3. [12] Let θ = {θ(i)}ti=1 be a set of non-zero R-modules, Q = {Q(i)}ti=1 be
a set of indecomposable R-modules and  be a total order on [1, t]. The system (θ,Q,)
is an epss of size t , if the following three conditions hold:
(a) HomR(θ(j), θ(i)) = 0 for j  i,
(b) for each i ∈ [1, t], there is an exact sequence 0 → K(i) → Q(i) → θ(i) → 0 such that
K(i) ∈F({θ(j): j  i}),
(c) Ext1R(Q,−)|F(θ) = 0.
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Moreover, if M ∈ F(θ) then the filtration multiplicities [M : θ(i)] do not depend on
the filtration of M, see [8]. The θ -support of M is the set Suppθ (M) = {i ∈ [1, t]:
[M : θ(i)] 
= 0}. It is clear that M = 0 if and only if Suppθ (M) is empty. So, if M 
= 0 we
define min(M) := min(Suppθ (M),) and max(M) := max(Suppθ (M),). For M = 0
we define min(0) := +∞ and max(0) := −∞.
Let R be an algebra and {ε1, . . . , εs} be a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempo-
tents of R. We fix the natural order on the set of indexes [1, s] = {1, . . . , s}. For 1 i  s,
let P(i) = Rεi be the indecomposable projective R-module and let S(i) be the simple top
of P(i). The standard module RΔ(i) is by definition the maximal factor module of P(i)
without composition factors S(j) for j > i.
We use the notation RΔ = {RΔ(i)}i∈[1,s], and we denote by (RΔ,) the canonical
stratifying system of size s, where s is the number of iso-classes of simple R-modules.
The algebra R is called standardly stratified if and only if RR ∈ F(RΔ). A standardly
stratified algebra is said to be quasi-hereditary if End(RΔ(i))  k for all i ∈ [1, s].
In the following theorem, we recall the main properties of stratifying systems that will
be used throughout this section.
Theorem 6.4. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t . Then
(a) [11,17] F(θ) is a functorially finite subcategory of modR which is closed under ex-
tensions and direct summands,
(b) [11,12] F(θ)∩ I(θ) = addY and F(θ)∩P(θ) = addQ. That is, F(θ) has character-
istic and co-characteristic objects,
(c) [8,12] resdimaddQ(F(θ)) t − 1 and coresdimaddY (F(θ)) t − 1,
(d) [13] pdY = pdF(θ) pdQ+ t − 1 and idQ = idF(θ) idY + t − 1,
(e) [3,7] If θ = RΔ and (RΔ,) is standard then F(RΔ) and I(RΔ) are resolving and
coresolving subcategories of modR, respectively,
(f) [4,17] I(θ) is covariantly finite and P(θ) is contravariantly finite. Moreover, if RR ∈
F(θ) then PI(θ) =F(θ).
As we will see in the following proposition, the stratifying systems provides an impor-
tant source of partial tilting or tilting categories.
Proposition 6.5. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t .
(a) F(θ) is a partial tilting category if and only if pdY is finite.
(b) F(θ) is a partial cotilting category if and only if idQ is finite.
(c) F(θ) is a tilting category if and only if pdY is finite and RR ∈ (addY)∨.
(d) F(θ) is a cotilting category if and only if idQ is finite and D(RR) ∈ (addQ)∧.
Proof. Item (a) follows from (a) and (d) in 6.4, and 3.2(a). Item (c) follows from (a).
Finally, (b) and (d) are obtained by duality from (a) and (c), respectively. 
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for the projective dimension of F(θ). The following proposition provides a bound for this
number in terms of the F(θ)-relative injective dimension of I(θ). In particular, if I(θ) is
coresolving, we get in Theorem 6.7 that pdF(θ) is always finite.
Proposition 6.6. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t . Then
(a) pdF(θ) idF(θ)(I(θ))+ t and idF(θ) pdF(θ)(P(θ))+ t,
(b) ifdR max(ifdI(θ), idQ+ 1) and pfdR max(pfdP(θ),pdY + 1),
(c) gl.dimR = pdI(θ) = idP(θ),
(d) (1) if pdY is finite then pfdR = pfdI(θ),
(2) if idQ is finite then ifdR = ifdP(θ).
Proof. Using 6.4(a), we have thatF(θ) is a functorially finite subcategory of modR which
is closed under extensions and direct summands. So, the result follows from items (b), (c)
and (d) in 6.4, and also we use 2.15 and its dual. 
Given a stratifying system (θ,) of size t, we do not know a bound for this number t .
The following result establishes that, if I(θ) is coresolving then t is bounded by the number
s of iso-classes of simple R-modules. Moreover, we get that t = s if F(θ) is a tilting
category.
Theorem 6.7. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t and s be the number of iso-classes
of simple R-modules. If I(θ) is coresolving then
(a) pdF(θ) t  s and idF(θ) idI(θ)+ t,
(b) if RR ∈ (addY)∨ then Y is a generalized tilting R-module and I(θ) = Y⊥.
Proof. (a) Using 6.4(d), we have that pdY = pdF(θ). On the other hand, I(θ) coresolving
implies by 2.5 that idF(θ) I(θ) = 0. So from 6.6(a), we get that pdF(θ) t . Moreover, by
Theorem 3.6 in [13], we get that Y is a direct summand of a generalized tilting R-module,
and so t  s.
(b) It follows from 6.4(a), (b) and 4.5. 
Corollary 6.8. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t . If I(θ) is coresolving and RR ∈
(addY)∨ then
(a) pfdR  pdY + resdimaddY (addY)∧,
(b) pfdR is finite if and only if resdimaddY (addY)∧ is finite,
(c) gl.dimR is finite if and only if Y⊥ = (addY)∧ and pfdR is finite,
(d) if gl.dimR is finite then idI(θ) = idY.
Proof. From 6.7, we have that Y is a generalized tilting R-module and I(θ) = Y⊥. Hence,
the result follows from 4.5 and 4.2. 
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phism) standard stratifying system (θ,) with I(θ) coresolving. In fact, if there is one,
the algebra R is a standardly stratified algebra.
Corollary 6.9. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t . If (θ,) is standard and I(θ) is
coresolving, then R is a standardly stratified algebra. Moreover, t is equal to the number
of iso-classes of simple R-modules, and RΔ= θ for some total order on a complete system
of primitive orthogonal idempotents of R.
Proof. Using 6.4(c), we get that RR ∈ F(θ) ⊆ (addY)∨ since (θ,) is standard. Hence,
the result follows from 6.7(b) and Corollary 3.7 in [13]. 
The following example shows that the hypothesis of (θ,) being standard cannot be
omitted in the previous corollary. Indeed, I(θ) is coresolving and θ 
= RΔ.
Example 6.10. Let R be the hereditary algebra given by the quiver •1 → •2 → •3. We set θ
and Y as follows Y(1) = θ(1) = I (2), Y (2) = θ(2) = I (1), Y (3) = I (3), θ(3) = P(3).
It can be seen that P(2) /∈ F(θ) and so RR /∈ F(θ). On the other hand, RR ∈ (addY)∨,
since P(1) = Y(3) and we have the exact sequences 0 → P(2) → Y(3) → Y(2) → 0 and
0 → P(3) → Y(3) → Y(1) → 0. So F(θ) is a tilting category and (θ,) is not standard.
Moreover, I(θ) is coresolving (by 2.5 and the fact that R is hereditary) and θ 
= RΔ.
The following example shows that the hypothesis of I(θ) being a coresolving subcate-
gory of modR cannot be omitted in the previous corollary.
Example 6.11. Let R be the algebra given by the quiver •4
γ−→ •1
β←− •2
α←− •3 and the
relation βα = 0. We choose θ(i) = P(i) for i = 1,2,3,4, θ(5)= S(3) and Y(i) = θ(i) for
all i. The size of the stratifying system (θ,) is 5, and so Y is not a generalized tilting
R-module since Y has 5 indecomposable direct summands. It can be seen that pdY = 2
and (θ,) is standard, so F(θ) is a tilting category (see Remark 6.12). However, I(θ)
is not coresolving since we have an exact sequence 0 → Y(1) → Y(2) → S(2) → 0 and
S(2) /∈ I(θ) because Ext1R(θ(5), S(2)) 
= 0.
Remark 6.12. If pdY is finite and RR ∈F(θ) then F(θ) is a tilting category. The converse
is not true as can be seen in 6.10.
We will make use of the following lemma in 6.14.
Lemma 6.13. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t . Then
idaddY
(F(θ))= idaddY (Q) = pdaddQ(Y ) = pdaddQ
(F(θ)).
Proof. Let t1 := max(θ,) and d := idaddY (Q) be finite. Since Q ∈ F(θ), we prove, by
reverse induction on min(M), that idaddY (M) d.
If min(M) = t1 then M ∈ addQ(t1), and so idaddY (M) d.
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0 → M ′ → Q0 → M → 0 with min(M) ≺ min(M ′) and Q0 ∈ addQ. (12)
Applying the functor HomR(Y,−) to (12), we get the exact sequence
ExtjR(Y,Q0)→ ExtjR(Y,M) → Extj+1R (Y,M ′). (13)
Since d = idaddY (Q) and idaddY (M ′)  d, we conclude from (13) that idaddY (M)  d,
proving that idaddY (F(θ)) = idaddY (Q).
The equality pdaddQ(F(θ)) = pdaddQ(Y ) can be proved in a similar way. 
Proposition 6.14. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t and s be the number of iso-
classes of simple R-modules. If I(θ) is coresolving then
(a) idF(θ)(M) = coresdimaddY (M) = idaddY (M) for any M ∈ (addY)∨,
(b) idF(θ)(M) = coresdimI(θ)(M) pdQ+ t − 1 for all M ∈ modR,
(c) coresdimI(θ)(PI(θ)) = pdPI(θ) = coresdimI(θ)(modR) = pdF(θ) = pdY =
pdP(θ)(F(θ)) = coresdimI(θ)(P(θ)) t  s,
(d) coresdimaddY (Q) = idaddY (Q) = pdaddQ(Y ) = pdaddQ(F(θ)) = idaddY (F(θ)) =
coresdimaddY (F(θ)) = pdF(θ)(F(θ)) = coresdimI(θ)(F(θ)) t − 1,
(e) pdI(θ)(M) = resdimPI(θ) (M) for any M ∈ P∧I(θ),
(f) P∧I(θ) = {M ∈ modR: pdI(θ)(M) < ∞} =P<∞(R).
Proof. By 6.4(a), we know that F(θ) is a functorially finite subcategory of modR. More-
over, by 6.4(d), we have that pdY = pdF(θ). On the other hand, using 6.7(a), we conclude
that pdF(θ) is finite. Hence, by 6.5(a), we obtain that F(θ) is a partial tilting subcategory
of modR. Finally, using 2.5, we have that idF(θ)(I(θ)) = 0 since I(θ) is coresolving.
The items (a), (b) and (c) follow from 3.7 since F(θ) is a partial tilting, contravariantly
finite subcategory of modR, and idF(θ)(I(θ)) = 0.
(d) By 6.4(c), we have the inequality coresdimaddY (F(θ))  t − 1. Hence, the result
follows from the equalities given in 6.13 and 3.7(c).
(e) and (f) follow from items (c) and (d) in 3.10, respectively. 
The item (a) of the following result generalizes Corollary 5 in [14], of V. Mazorchuk
and S. Ovsienko.
Theorem 6.15. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t . If I(θ) is coresolving then
(a) pdM  pdY + resdimPI(θ) (M) for any M ∈P<∞(R),
(b) pfdR = pfdI(θ) pdY + resdimPI(θ) (P∧I(θ)),(c) gl.dimR = pdI(θ) pdY + idI(θ).
Proof. By (a) and (b) in 6.4, we have that F(θ) is a functorially finite subcategory of
modR, and ωF(θ) = addY . On the other hand, by 6.7(a), we also have that pdF(θ) is
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and (c) follow from the items (e), (f) and (g) in 3.10, respectively. 
Corollary 6.16. Let (θ,) be a stratifying system of size t . If I(θ) is coresolving and
gl.dimR is finite, then
(a) pdI(θ)(M) = resdimZI(θ) (M) = pdZI(θ) (M) for any M ∈Z∧I(θ),(b) pdI(θ)(M) = resdimPI(θ) (M) for any M ∈ modR,
(c) resdimPI(θ) (modR) = idI(θ) = pdI(θ)(II(θ)) = resdimPI(θ) (II(θ)) =
resdimPI(θ) (I(θ)) = resdimZI(θ) (I(θ)) = pdZI(θ) (I(θ)).
Proof. Let I(θ) be coresolving. Then, as we have seen in the proof of 6.15, we have that
F(θ) is functorially finite and partial tilting. Assuming that gl.dimR is finite, the result
follows from 3.10(i). 
We point out that Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 2.5 obtained by B. Zhu and S. Caenepeel
in [5] are contained in the items (b), (c) and (d) of the following result.
Corollary 6.17. Let R be a standardly stratified algebra, s be the number of iso-classes of
simple R-modules, and T be the characteristic tilting R-module. Then
(a) F(RΔ) is a functorially finite tilting category,
(b) idF(RΔ)(M) = coresdimaddT (M) = idaddT (M) for any M ∈ (addT )∨,
(c) idF(RΔ)(M) = coresdimI(RΔ)(M) s − 1 for all M ∈ modR,
(d) coresdimI(RΔ)(modR) = pdF(RΔ) = pdT = pdP(RΔ)(F(RΔ)) =
coresdimI(RΔ)(P(RΔ)) = coresdimaddT (RR) = idaddT (RR) = idaddT (F(RΔ)) =
coresdimaddT (F(RΔ)) = pdF(RΔ)(F(RΔ)) = coresdimI(RΔ)(F(RΔ)) s − 1,
(e) pdI(RΔ)(M) = resdimF(RΔ)(M) for any M ∈F(RΔ)∧,
(f) F(RΔ)∧ = {M ∈ modR: pdI(RΔ)(M) < ∞} =P<∞(R),
(g) pdM  pdT + resdimF(RΔ)(M) for any M ∈P<∞(R),
(h) pfdR = pfdI(RΔ) pdT + resdimF(RΔ)(P<∞(I(RΔ))),
(i) gl.dimR = pdI(RΔ) pdT + idI(RΔ),
(j) pfdR  pdT + resdimF(RΔ)(addT )∧  pdT + resdimaddT (addT )∧ < +∞,
(k) R is quasi-hereditary if and only if T ⊥ = (addT )∧.
Proof. Since the canonical stratifying system (RΔ,) is standard, we have that Q = RR
and Y = T (see [11,12]). Using the dual result of 2.2, we get that pdaddQ(T ) = pdT and
pdaddQ(F(RΔ)) = pdF(RΔ). On the other hand, we know by Theorem 3.3 in [13] that
pfdR is finite and resdimaddT (P<∞(T ⊥))  s − 1. Hence, the result follows from 6.15
and 6.16 since I(RΔ) is coresolving, and PI(RΔ) =F(RΔ) (see (e) and (f) in 6.4). 
Remark 6.18. Observe that the item (g) of the previous theorem is Corollary 5 obtained by
V. Mazorchuk and S. Ovsienko in [14] for a special subclass of properly stratified algebras.
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simple R-modules and T be the characteristic tilting R-module. Then
(a) pdI(RΔ)(M) = resdimaddT (M) = pdaddT (M) for any M ∈ addT ∧,(b) pdI(RΔ)(M) = resdimF(RΔ)(M) for any M ∈ modR,(c) resdimF(RΔ)(modR) = idI(RΔ) = idT = pdI(RΔ)(II(RΔ)) =
resdimF(RΔ)(II(RΔ)) = resdimF(RΔ)(I(RΔ)) = pdaddT (I(RΔ)) =
resdimaddT (I(RΔ)) s − 1.
Proof. Since R is a quasi-hereditary algebra, it is known that F(RΔ) ∩ I(RΔ) = addT .
Moreover, we have from (f) in 6.4 that PI(RΔ) = F(RΔ), and so we get that ZI(RΔ) =
PI(RΔ) ∩ I(RΔ) = addT . Then, the result follows from 6.16. 
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